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ABSTRACT 

Home science education is value life education”. From time 
immoral down the ages of civilization, “Home and Family” has been the 
core of all human development and also the society at massive. By line to 
the physical, emotional and non-secular desires of the members, the 
house provides aspiring to life and refines the lifetime of national 
resulting in higher living and so building a healthy and developed 
country. Home science is outlined as “Education for higher living”. It 
explores the credibleness of the institution of the perfections within the 
social orders ranging from the house life to the community level. On the 
complete, the goals of Home science are spell out as “for prosperous 
living and achieving the best happiness. 
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INTRODUCTION  
History of Home Science in India 
 The teaching of Home Science in India incorporates a short history. Throughout land Rule between 
1920 and 1940, the then rulers introduced Home Science in some colleges and schools. Within the starting, 
Home Science was stated as household arts. The princely state of Baroda was one in all the primary states to 
introduce Home Science in colleges, in princess ladies high school. The topic remained within the faculty 
information in many states. When winning independence India in 1947, several changes were caused in its 
information. Within the sixties and seventies, Home Science and connected subjects were coalesced along at 
the college level. A stream was developed at the upper secondary level in Gujarat and a few alternative 
states. Gradually, Home Science became a preferred subject in Old Delhi, state, Madhya Pradesh and a few 
southern states. Even so, the courses weren't offered at the school level of that point. Hence, several 
establishments’ sweet-faced issues of providing additional opportunities for college students World Health 
Organization completed Home Science at the secondary level. In 1932, Home Science was started at the 
school level in woman Irwin school in Old Delhi. From 1938 ahead Madras University offered Home Science 
at the degree level. Queen Mary's school and Women's Christian school in Madras started Home Science in 
1942.  

The Agricultural Institute of Allahabad conjointly started a Home Science sheepskin course in 1935. 
In 1945, it became a University Department. By 1950, Baroda became a major nucleus of Home Science 
education. Since 1950, outstanding Home Science schools were started in Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu) Ludhiana 
(Punjab) Mumbai (Maharashtra) Indian capital, Udaipur (Rajasthan) and Tirupathi (Andhra Pradesh) within 
the mid-1960 and 1970's Agriculture Universities were established in most of the states. The teaching of 
Home Science was recognized in most of the Agricultural Universities. There’s a gentle progress of Home 
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Science education in India at the varsityand college levels. In 1920 solely many students registered in Home 
Science. By 1980s, several potent establishments in India offered by B.Sc, M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in Home 
Science. At present, thousands of postgraduates and hydrogen ion concentration. Degree, holder’s square 
measure in outstanding positions in esteemed establishments everywhere the country. 
 
Concept of Home Science  

 
A plan of teaching Home Science should begin with an understanding of the discipline of home 

science. It’s a straightforward, direct clarification of the connation and significance of home science within 
the fashionable context. Individuals typically rise however home science is related to the house. This 
question brings out the essential premises upon that the discipline of home science is made. The science of 
the house is bothered with the upkeep and enrichment of human relationships through the event and 
considered use of all out there human and material resources to realize a highest satisfying life for all 
members of the family. Home science education prepares youth for the best of all vocations - Home 
creating. It orients young ladies and boys towards preparation for a few professions- teaching, nursing; 
bioscience, research, welfare, management, art application, extension work, and communication. There 
square measure some ways that of managing homes. Men, similarly as ladies, have competed the roles of 
breadwinners and homemakers. It’s become necessary for men to share work, to change ladies as skilled 
persons to contribute to the state. It advocates that house is an area for the event of each sex through equal 
opportunities.  

 The individual and skilled development of each sexis feasible inside the house. The roles and norms 
for each sex pertain to their individual and skilled lives. Therefore, the imbalance between the roles of man 
and lady should be avoided. The only dimensional role of a lady as a married woman produces constraints 
for women's development inside a society, and people have modified and so, the lady is that the lopsided 
role as a married woman has to be coalesced with skilled roles. All data applied is key, which might be wont 
to liberate ladies and men from undue pressure inside and while not the house, is that the content of Home 
Science. The goal of home science education is to assist everybody to measure additional helpful and 
satisfying personal, family and community life. General-education aims at the all-around development of 
people to change them to require their places in society as effective members. Within the development of 
their skills, the stress is placed on personal development for living in an exceedingly grouping.  

The practical philosophy of education concerns Preparation for living through living. Home science 
helps to meet these functions in an exceedingly distinctive manner. It helps pupils to develop some extent of 
read that challenges them to explore the way to live along mirthfully with their families, alternative social 
teams, and communities. Home science aims to realize family happiness, raise its ethical standards and 
improve its economic conditions, and these objectives square measure to be achieved by totally permitting 
the person similarly because the lady to develop in person and professionally. House is an area wherever life 
begins and faculty is that the place wherever formal education begins. Thus what has been generated 
reception is additional enriched in school. 
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Systematic Education Pattern for Rural Development 
Literally, the word Home Science is taken as Systematic Education for home living. The art of home 

creating had a major place within the sixty four arts a private had to master for triple-crown living. “Home 
Science deals with all aspects of the lifetime of the community and also the nation. It integrates the applying 
of information synthesized from completely different sciences and humanities to boost the human setting, 
family nutrition, management of resources, kid development, and community resource management and 
client competency." 

 

 
 

Today Home Science is represented as a useful programme of study that pays attention of 
individual’s want and interests and develops want skills and capacities for triple-crown direction in an 
exceedingly dynamic society.  Home Science extension aims at dissemination of knowledge domain and 
technology among the agricultural plenty, so as to boost their quality of life. The social, technological and 
economic development of the country has its final objective in raising the standard of lifetime of its 
population. Hence, the goals of all national development programmes square measure to form adequate 
provision for fulfilling the essential desires of the people- like smart food, clothing, adequate housing, 
healthiness care facilities, education, recreation and job opportunities. Within the age of economic process, 
a mess of pressures and issues like physical, social, emotional and psychological nature confront the people, 
families and communities. 

Extension focuses on dissemination of the knowledge about advanced technology in rural 
development & agricultural production, which incorporates usage of improved seeds, ways of use of 
chemical fertilizers. Application of advanced knowledge domain to the farming and residential of the 
agricultural people; Scientific management of land based mostly farming like agriculture, sericulture, 
dairying, poultry etc., by the farming community; Overall improvement of the standard of lifetime of the 
agricultural individuals inside the framework of the national economic and social policies as an entire. The 
obliteration of utmost financial condition and hunger, promotion of gender equity and also the authorization 
of ladies, combating HIV/AIDS, protozoan infection and alternative diseases, and guaranteeing 
environmental property, square measure among the declared United Nations’ Millennium Development 
Goals, that square measure closely associated with the extension operate. 

In this context of growing pressures within the work setting and also the external world of 
competitions, the family assumes an important role in shaping the voters of tomorrow. Here comes the most 
important role of Home Science extension education, because it equips the long run voters with relevant 
data and competency, and prepares them to become economical custodians of the nation's futures. 

Through its numerous spheres of involvements, it aims at developing the state through obliteration 
of financial condition and illiteracy, infusing creativeness all told aspects of life, social reform and enlighten, 
increasing food production, its higher distribution and preservation, reduction in state by promoting self-
employment, rural development, urban development, population education, financial gain generation, 
resource mobilization and utilization. 
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Nutrition Education to the Community 
Aside from providing nutrition education to the community, extension education helps the 

community to grasp the trends in financial gain, employment, poverty, state, labour force participation, and 
alternative social and economic statistics that square measure terribly crucial for the event of the state. 
Extension education has competed a vital role in strengthening the inner ability of our ladies by enhancing 
their level of education and by transmission monetary independence. 

 

 
 

Home Science education has competed a vital role in strengthening the inner ability of our ladies by 
enhancing their level of education and by transmission monetary independence. Home Science extension 
education has competed a vital role in strengthening the inner ability of our ladies by enhancing their level 
of education and by transmission monetary independence. The institution of class, continued education and 
community resource centers everywhere the planet, could be a reflection of the necessity, necessity and 
connation of extension education. Being one in all the most important role of University, extension 
education acts as modification agents in conveyance messages, ideas, knowledge, technology, data and skills 
to a captive audience, and conjointly brings back the viewpoints and feedback of the individuals back to the 
sources for additional improvement. 

Home scientists with their data and concern and human life and happiness will work effectively since 
several of the national development programs square measure for ladies and youngsters. Home scientists 
will with success facilitate the state to realize their targets. The role of Home Science as an academic 
discipline in developing the long run national and inculcating in them citizenship qualities for his or her 
future role is critical. 
 
NATIONAL INTEGRATION FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT  

A perspective supported a sense of unity, common ideals of life and a shared code of behavior. In 
India, one finds marked variations within the living standards, dress, customs, religion, dietary habits, and 
culture of the various individuals living in several elements. Regionalism, castes, communalisms is that the 
turbulent influences, that have divided Indian society into completely different teams. During this context, 
it's the duty of the fogeys and academics to tell the kid to understand definite and positive terms the 
religion, customs, manners and practices of all people’s happiness to the language, and religions aside from 
his own. The family is that the primary socializingclusters in society.  

 
It exerts the foremost elementary and profound influence on each person. Not solely will it influence 

the child's basic temperament, however it conjointly introduces him to the mores and values of the larger 
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culture. In it lie the tremendous socio-psychological forces that confirm the behavior of the kid permanently 
or for evil. Similarly, once the kid enters faculty, the academics and peer teams have a good influence on the 
Childs outlook. During this context, home science plays a vital role in molding the child's character and 
widening his thoughts, ideas, and feelings, etc., each reception and in class. Alike, a toddler gets to move 
with individuals outside our country.  
 
CONCLUSION 

This happens once she/he moves to foreign countries for studies, work, etc. or when wedding or on 
exchange programs. Because of advances in technology and communication, there's most of influence and 
impact of alternative advanced countries. Media plays a vital role during this. Mothers and academics square 
measure chargeable for leading the kid to the proper path in guiding him/her to settle on the most effective 
of what's provided for him/her and ignore the remainder. Life can't be sustained while not adequate 
nourishment, healthiness, protecting setting, higher housing, social control qualities/skills, authorization, 
appropriate resources, communication skills, high acquisition levels and aspirations. All square measure 
essential for national development. 

Home science is an integral course that builds a private with of these qualities and so aims at the 
event of people, his family, the community and also the nation at massive. Home science conjointly 
encourages youngsters to participate in community extension activities and so build them notice their 
commitment to their society and fewer privileged and faculty dropouts in rural and concrete areas. one in all 
the most important roles compete by Home Science in a personality's life is to form her/him realizes the 
necessity for extending the data gained through formal education to the less privileged World Health 
Organization square measure bereft of attending formal education. Thus we'd like to know the means of 
extension education and also the ways of non-formal teaching. 
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